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1.   A.Y. McDonald Lockplates are only to be used with A.Y. McDonald Yoke Valves installed in 
      A.Y. McDonald Yokeboxes or Longboxes.

2.   The 75LP Lockplate is to be used with standard 8" cast iron or plastic upper sections forYokeboxes 
      and Longboxes.  Do NOT use 75LP Lockplate with a Yokebox or Longbox employing an extension.

3. When installed, writing on Lockplate always faces top of box.

4.   The valve must be in the closed position prior to installing the Lockplate. Proper assembly will not allow the valve to be opened.

4.   The 75LP Lockplate has 3 slots: 
  - 1 slot for straight ball valves, 
  - 1 slot for angle ball valves, and 
  - 1 slot for straight and angle plug valves  

      The cap of the valve is inserted through the designated slot and locked in place in the orientation shown in the appropriate   
	 figure	on	other	side.  
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WARNING: It is unlawful in CALIFORNIA & VERMONT (effective 1/1/2010); MARYLAND (effective 1/1/2012); LOUISIANA (effective 1/1/2013) and the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (effective 1/4/2014) to use 
any product in the installation or repair of any public water system or any plumbing in a facility or system that provides water for human consumption if the wetted surface area of the product has a weighted 
average lead content greater than 0.25%. This prohibition does not extend to service saddles used in California, Louisiana or under USA Public Law 111-380. 
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The Lockplate is oriented as shown below. When viewed from the center of the (long) Yokebox, the long end of the Lockplate is always to your right.
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